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Introduction 
In this paper we consider tile problem of constructing minimal a-de- 
grees for admissible ordinals a. Our main result will consist of construc- 
ting, for every X2-admissible a, a set recursive in the complete a-r.e, set 
which is of miqin~al a-degree though some other cases will also be cov- 
ered. We assume an acquaintance with the basic concepts of a-recursion 
theory such as tile various notions of a-reducibility and regularity. All 
the necessary information can be found, for example, in the introductory 
sections (1, 2 and the beginning of 6) of [ 10]. For more general infor- 
mation on a-recursion theory we refer the reader to [2], [8] and [9]. 
The first result on minimal degrees is that of Spector [14]. He 
proved the existence of a minimal degree recursive in 0" for ordinary 
recursion theory. Unfortunately, his proof is not suited to the needs of 
a-recursion theory [ 5 ]. Instead we must turn to the later improvements 
introduced by Sacks [6] to construct a minimal degree recursive in 0'. 
Though the most important change introduced by Sacks was the use of 
a priority argument, his basic construction was also less restrictive than 
that of Spector. It was this extra freedom that Maclntyre [4] exploited 
to construct minimal a-degrees for all countable admissibles a. His con- 
struction, however, proceeded in w-many steps by using a counting of 
a and so produced a set of minimal degree which in general was not even 
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constructible. On the other hand, a minor combinatorial twist (see sec- 
tion 1.7) allows one to carry out the argument for all X3"admissible or- 
dinals (we do this in section 2). The set constructed is, as in Spector's 
argument, recursive in 0". In section 4 we reintroduce the prioSty tech- 
nique to make our construction recursive in 0'. Now if a is X2-admissible 
we can essentially work recursively in O' without too much difficulty 
(section 3). Thus we can adopt the techniques of [ 10l to prove that 
the priority argument succeeds (section 5) and so our set is indeed of 
minimal degree as well as recursive in 0'. 
In [ 11 ] Shoenfield not only improves Sacks" result but also intro- 
duces a new simplified approach to the construction of minimal degrees. 
His approach is rapidly becoming standard becaus,, of its elegance and 
clarity. We too, of course, follow his style of  constrtiction. We would 
also like to acknowledge an important stylistic dt bt to Jensen [ 1 i for 
our approach to ~.2-admissible ordinals. 
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§ 1. Definitioas and the basic lernmas 
A set B is of minimal c~-degree iff B is not a-recursive and every C a- 
recursive in B is either a-recursive o, has B a-recursive in it. Our general 
plan is to construct B in .~tage~ and to see to it that the second condition 
is taken care of in one of two ways corresponding to the two possibl, 
values for the degree of C, Steps will, of course, have to be taken to as- 
sure ourselves that B is not recursive but the associated requirements 
will be much less troublesome. This section contains ome definitions 
and the basic lemmas that will be used to handle the more crucial mini- 
reality requirements. 
I . ! .  Sequences. An a-finite sequence o is a pair (o 0, o I ) of  disjoint a- 
finite sets whose union is an initial segment of a called the length o f  o 
(lth o). One should think of an a-finite sequence o as being an initial 
segment of a representing function with o 0 as the zeros and o I as the 
ones of the function. We define concatenation f two a-finite sequences 
o and r, written o * r, in the ~lwio(ts way: 
o * r = (o 0 u i lth a +/31/3 ~ r o ~, o I u { lth o +/3113 ~ r I } ). In particular 
o * (~ and o * 1 correspond to extending the representing ftmction asso- 
ciated with o by assigning the values 0 and 1 respectively to the ordinal 
lth o. In general we say that cr extends r (o ~ r or r c o) if o i c_ ri ' i = O, 
1 and we call o and r incompatible if o ~- r and r ~ o. In this sectio~ 
only ,9, o and z will be used to denote a-finite sequences exclusively. 
i ,2. Trees. A tree is a partial a-recursive function T from a-finite se- 
quences to a-finite sequences such that: 
(1) if one of T(o • 0). T(cr * 1) is defined then so are all of  T(cr), 
1to * 0) and T(o * 1). In this case T(o * 0) and T(o * 1) are proper in- 
compatible xtensions of T(o) which we will also denote by T(o) °, 
7"(0)  1 . 
(2) If lth o is a limit ordinal then T(o) is the limit (or union) of  T(r) 
tbr r ~ o, more precisely 7"(o) i = I J~ o T(r)i for i = 0, 1 and T(o) is de- 
fined iff T(r) is defined for every ~" c o. 
As examples of the many obvious but useful properties of trees we 
note the following: 
(3) If o .~ 7" and T(r) is defined then so is T(o) and 7"(o) _~ T(r). 
(4) If o and T are incompatible and T(o), T(z) are defined then they 
are incompatible. 
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We say that an a-finite sequence r is on T if there is a¢r (necessarily 
unique) such that T(o) = r. A set B c_c_ a is said to be on T if there are 
unboundedly many initial segments of  its representing function on T i.e. 
(V3,)(3~ > 3,)((9 n ~,~n/3> ison T).  
We call (B n/3, B n/3) a beginning of  B and denote it by B a. Note that 
any set that is on some tree is regular. 
1.3. Reduction procedures. In order to handle the minimality requi- 
rements we define an a-r.e, approximation to [e] a.  
[e l ' (x )=y  if 
(3M,  N) ( (M,N ,x ,y>ER e & M C_r0,NC__rl). 
(RecaL~ that R e is eth ,v-r.e. set.) 
Clearly i f r  is a beginning of  B and [e}r(x) "- v then [e]a(x) = y. Conver- 
sely i fB is regular and leith(x) = y, there is a beginning of B, r, such that 
[e]~(x) = y, indeed if o ~ r then [e]°(x)= y as well. Using this approxi- 
mation to [e] z we define the key notion of  splitting and prove the lem- 
ma that is assc, ciated with satisfying a minimality requirement by mak- 
ing [e] a recursive: o and r spli, ~ 0 )br e iff o, r ~- 0 and there are distinct 
Yl andy2 suc~l that for somex [el~(x)=Yl  and [e]r(x)=Y2. This is 
clearly ~n a-rx. relatiov, of c and r. 
Lemma 1.4. Suppose B c_C_ a is on a tree T and for  some beginning Bo o f  
B no pair o f  sequences on Tspl i t  B a .For e. Then i f [el  a is a reptesent#lg 
function it is a-recursive, 
Proof. To comptlte [e]a(x) look ?or any r oil T which extends Ba such 
that [e]~(x) is defined. By our remarks above there is beginning of B, r, 
such that le]r(x) = [e]B(x) and so there is one extending Ba. On the 
other hand, since there is no splitting, any r extending Ba for which 
[e]r(x) is defined must give this same answer. Since this search is a-re- 
cursive so is [ e ]a. 
We now turn to tile second way of satisfying the minimality require- 
ment - making sure that B is t~-recursive ill [e] B- 
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1,5, T is a splitting twe .for e if whenever T(o * 0) and F(cr * 1) are 
defined ~lley split 7"(0.) for e. 
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Lemma 1,6, l f  a hyperreguhtr set B is on T which is a splittbtg tree fi~r e 
and [el tt is a ~x,presentbtg ftmc~ion then B <-,~ [e] B . 
Proof, Since B is regular (it is on T) and hyperregular it suffices [71 to 
prove tlzat B ~,,~ [e] B and so to show how to calculate initial segments 
of B from [e] t~ step by step: say T(o) has been calculated to be a begin- 
ning of B, To advance one more step all we have to do is decide which 
of T(o * Ot and 7"(o * 1) is a beginning of B. Since T is a splitting tree for 
e we can ~-recursively find an x and distinct 3'1 and 3'2 such that 
leith°'°)(x) =Yl and [elr~°*l~(x)= 3'2. Since [e] B is a representing 
function there is exactly one value for [e]~(x) for any r a beginning of 
1t for which le]'~,x) is defined. Thus [e]B(x) = Yi for i = 0 or 1 and 
Bo  * it is then bcgimfing of B. 
This lemma can in fact be proven without the assumption that B is 
hyperregular [4] but the proof is more difficult and less intuitive. In 
any case our final set B will be hyperregular. 
Now for some operations on trees that will indicate how we intend 
to exploit Lemmas i.4 and 1.6. 
1.7. The splitting trees. For r on T the tree Sp(T, e, r) is computed 
as follows: Sp(T, e, r)(O) = r. tf Sp(T, e, r)(o) has been computed as 
T(Ot, look for the least computation showing that some pair of  a-finite 
sequences r/0, T/1 on T with rli ~ T(O * it split T(p) for e. When this pair 
is found set Sp(T, e, r)(o * i) = r/i. (Of course if there is no such pair 
flley are undefinedt. Finally if Ith o is a limit ordinal we set Sp(T, e, r)(a) 
Uo~oSp(T, e, rt(p). 
This definition has one oddity that should be remarked on - the re- 
quirement hat r/i ~. T(p * it. Though not needed in ordinary minimal 
degree arguments it is included here to make sure that when the opera- 
tion is iterated into the transfinite the resulting trees do not shrink 
down to a single path (see 13) and 1,10 for further detailst. This twist 
was introduced independently by Maclntyre [5 ] to handle the case of 
a regular cardLqal of  L. 
1.8. The full tree. Clearly Sp(T, e, r) is a splitting tree for e. Thus, if 
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for every e we could arrange for our final set B to be on some Sp(T, e, r) 
we would satisfy every minimality requirement by Lemma 1.6. This, 
however, may not be possible - some beginning r of  B which is on some 
given T may have no extension on Sp(T, e, r) and so we would seem to 
be stuck. What we do in this case is fall back on Lem :la 1.4. If r has no 
proper extension on Sp(T, e, r) then there are no r/0 , r/l on T extending 
z ° and r 1 respectively which split r for e (recall that r ° and r ! are the 
immediate xtensions of r on T). There may, however, be p~, P2 on T 
which split r for e and so Lemma 1.4 would not apply directly. There 
are two possibilities. If there is a split P l ,  P2 extending r 1 and 
[e] pl (x) ~ [e]P2(x) then [e]P(x) is undefined for all p ~ r °. In this case 
we try to assure ourselves that r ° is a beginning of  B and that B lies on 
T for then by our remarks in 1.3 [e] B is not total and so does not con- 
cern us. On the other hand if there is no such split and we make r ~ a 
beginning of B then Lemma 1.4 will tell us that (modulo lhe hyperregu- 
larity of B) we have successfully ilandled the minimality requirement 
for c~ In either case we will take p = r ° or r 1 as indicated and form a 
new tree on which B will hopefuUy lie. The desired tree is Fu(T, p), the 
full subtree of T above p, which is defined by Fu(T, p)(o) = T(p I * ~) 
where T(p I ) = p. (T' is a subtree o f  T if every sequence on 1 ~ is on T: 
it lies above p if every sequence on T' extends p). 
1.9. Intersecting trees. Since our construction will take place in infi- 
nitely ~any steps we must provide a method to carry us through the 
limit stages (at successor stages we will essentially just use Sp or Fu). 
To that end we define an a-recursive function RI (recursive intersection) 
whiclt operates on a-finite seqtlences of trees ~T }< ~,. 
RI {T~ )(0) = tl T,,(0) if they are compatible. 
u<h 
If RI{T~)(o) has been calculated and is on every T~ ~say. it is T, Ar,,)) 
then we set RII Tv}(o * i) = 13 T~(rv * i) assunaing they are com,)atible. 
Of course i f l th o is a limit ordinal RI{Tv}(o) = 13r~o Rli~ T~)( z~. Since 
the sequence {T~)~< x is t~-finite we can e-recursively compute all of  
Tv(r v) if they are in fact defined and if they are compatible this union 
must be of  length less than a by the admissibility o fa .  Thus RI! T~,) is a 
partial a-recursive function. It may, however, be empty and eve~a if not 
it may fail to be a tree since RI {Tv'~(o * 0) can be defined without 
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Ri { T o } (o * 1 } being defined. The following important lemma obviates 
these difficulties in bur construction. 
l.emma 1.10. / f  {T~}~<a is an a-finite sequence o f  nonempty  trees such 
that ]br eveo' v < X, TI,+I is gotten f rom T~ by an application o f  Sp or 
Fu and every T5 for  l imit 7 < ~ is RI iTs,} L,< v. then RI {T~}v< x is a non- 
empO, tree attd #tdeed i f  o is on RI {T~ } ,:rod has a proper extension on 
e~,ery T~, then it has one on RI{T~. 
Proof. Assume the lemma for all limit ordinals less than ),. It is then 
clear that the T. are nested, i.e. if u < v' then T, is a subtree of  T~,. 
Thus Tz,(0} is a nested sequence and Rt T, (01 = 13 To(0). If then 
RI {T~,)(r) = o --- T~ (r~,) and T~(r~ *i)i = 0, I are defined for every v, 
we claim T,,(r~ * i} are nested sequences. L~ induction it suffices to 
show that for any v < ;k T,(r,, * i) c_ Tp+l (r,÷ 1 . i). We have two possi- 
bilities T,+ l = Sp(T~,, e. P) or Tv+ 1 = Fu(Tu, P) for some P on Tu. In 
either case it is clear that 0 ~ RI (T~}(Ol and so a is on T v above 0. In 
the first case we recall from the definition of  Sp that since Tu+ 1 ( r ,+! )= 
Tv(r v) we have that Tv+ 1 (r~,+l * i) ~ T, J r  v • i). In the second case it is 
immediate from the definition of Fu that T~+l(r~+ 1 * i) = Tv( % * i). 
Thus the T,(% * i) are compatible and ,~,o RI {T,} (r * i) = U T~(r~, * i). 
We remark that Sp, Fu and R| not only ~,ive recursive trees but that 
GOdel numbers for these trees can be found uniformly from the argu- 
nlellts. 
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§2. Minimal degrees without priorities 
In this section we give the basic minimal degree argument without 
priorities as in [4, 5] where Maclntyre proved that every countable ad- 
missible and every regular cardinal of  L have minimal degrees. The meth- 
od actually can be seen to give the result for every 2; 3 -admissible as well 
as for a few ordinals which are not even Z2-admissible, We also include 
some relevant examples. 
2.1. The constrt~ction. Say we have a list of  the c~-reduction procedures 
of length 7 <- a given by k : 7 onto~ a. We construct our set B in 3" many 
stages. At each stage o we will have an initial segment ~. of B of let~gth 
>_ IJs<c,k(6 ) and a total tree T o on which ~o lies. 
Stage 0: Let T O be the identity map and let ~0 be 0. 
Stage tr = 6 + 1: Since T~ is total we can choose an extension ~ of~,s 
of length at least On_< , k(r/) which is incompatible with Rkt~. if 
Sp(T8, k(¢5),/3) is total let Jt be T~+ 1 and let ~o = ~, Otherwise let 
T~+l = Fu(To,/~i) where i = 0 or 1 is chosen as indicated by the discus- 
sion of 1.8 and let/3 a = fli. In either case T~+ l is total. 
Stage ;k: Let/~ x = Oo<,xt? o and T x = RI{T¢,}o< x. if ~To)~< x is a-finite 
then by Lemma 1.10 T~ is a total subtree of  every. T a and ~, = Uo<xTo(0): 
Tx(O). 
The only difficulty arisil~g in the construction is the possibility that 
at some limit stage the seoaence ~ To, ,~ o<x might not be ¢~-finite. A rea- 
sonably straighttbrward calculation, however, vdll sllow that if k is the 
identity and a ~s ~3-admissible then i T,} o<x is a!ways a-finite. Alter- 
natively we can in a brute force way require that: (*) 3' be ~o or a regular 
cardinal of some model of  V = L and that every subset of  a of size less 
than 3' in the model is in fact a member of  L,~, Examples of  ordinals 
with this second property include all countable admissibles as well as all 
admissibles a :~uch that a* is a regular cardinal of some model of V = L 
and more generally all a such that the last cardinal of  L~ is a regular 
cardinal of  some model of V = L m which it is aiso the cofinality o fa .  
To see that this last example is correct consider any C c__ a whose cardi- 
nality in the model is less than ~. Since cf(a) = a, C is bounded below a. 
say by 5. As ~ is the last cardinal of  La there is an a-finite map 
f :  6 !--1~ ~. Now (~< ~assures t,s thatf[Ct is a bounded subset o f~ 
and so in fact a member of  L c L¢,. We can thus inver t fon  the a-finite 
~t 
set f [C]  to obtain C itself as an ~,-finite set. 
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2.2, The minimality of B. Assuming the construction of 2.1 can be 
carried out we 
Claim. B is of  minimal degree, 
Proof B is not a-recursive nor even a-r.e, since we made sure at step 
6 that Be  R~ ['or each 6 <-~ (of course k[y] = t~). Consider now any 
~-reduction procedure t = k(8). B is clearly on every 7",,, ~, < k and so if 
r6,  t = Sp( r  6 , k(a) ,  ~s,~ ) and iel s is a representing function then Lem.- 
ma 1.6 tells us that B -<-~ [el/~. If on the other hand T~+ 1 is Fu(T~, fie. ), 
then the discussion of 1.8 assures us that (nlodulo the hyperregularity 
of B) if [el B is a representing function it is recursive. Though we have 
not taken any steps to make B hyperregular we could easily do so as is 
done in [ 51, Alternatively we can again refer to a proof of Lemma 1.4 
that does not use hyperregularity [41. 
2,3. Some counterexamples. Our first example shows that the con- 
slruction of 2.1 does not handle as many ordinals as one might at first 
believe. More specifically we indicate how to construct examples of ad- 
missible ordinals ~ such that ~ is a reguklr cardinal of k and cf(oe) = 
but a does not have the property (*L Working in L, we let/3 be the first 
admissible after co 2 which is of cofina:.'ity cot and let S be a Skolem- 
function for L~o 3. Define sets as follows. ,4 o =col u {~ol} 0 {co2} to { ~j, 
A/+ 1 = S[(U A i n ¢o2) + I u Ai l ,  el = Ui<,,A i, A is clearly an elemen- 
tary submodel of_ L~o 3 of cardinality cc 1 and A n co2 i:, an initial seg- 
ment of  w~. IrA = La(w I < 5 < °°2) is the ~ransitive collapse of A 
then ~2 = U A n co 2 has cofinality co since ~, = Ui<coA i C~ 00 2 . Since 
co 2 is a regular cardinal of L 6 , however, the sequence U (A  i n co2} is 
not a member of La and so of course not in L~-. ffon the other hand is 
admissible and of cofinality co] by the elementariness of A. It is our de- 
sired example. 
Our second example touches on the question of hyperregularity and 
exhibits various ordinals which do not have non-hyperregular minimal 
degrees, 
Claim. (Assume V = L,) If ua! is the last cardinal of L~ and cf(c~) = co 
then any non-hyperregular set 11 is complete, i.e. every ~-r.e. set is c~-re- 
cursive in B. 
Proo]: Since B is non-hyperregular, there is a funct ion, f<_~ B whose 
domain is an initial segment of a and whose range is unbounded in a, 
As to ! is the last cardinal of  L a, we can clearly take f such  that 
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dom f<-- to 1 . On the other hand, cffa~ = t.o implies that some countable 
subset of dom f is sent unboundedl~, into t~. Finally, since ~ > o~ l and 
V = L, this subset is constructible in L,~ and so we may take dom f = w. 
Let C be any a-r.e, set, which we can assume to be regular without any 
loss of  generality [9]. For some limited formula ~x,y) ,  y ~ C 
Lc, ~ 3x ~o(x,y). We define a funct ion] : co -* co as follows: j(n~ is tile 
least m such that Yy <f(n) [3x  ~ L~ ~x-, y)  ,~  3x  E L/.trn~ (x,Y)I .  
/ exists since C is regular, while V = L assures us that]  ~ L,o. ~ La. 
Using ] as a parameter, it is easy to see that C is a-recursive itn B. Given 
a set m and the task of  deciding if m n C = 0, just compute finitely many 
values of f until an n is reached such that f(n) > IJ M. Now we just check 
a-recursively if there is a y in M and an x < ](n) such that ~.x', y). If yes, 
then y ~ M n C end if not M n C = 0. 
This argument is essentially just a simplification of one in l 13] where 
Simpson proves that any non-hyperregular t~-r.e, degree is complete for 
various a's. Though he uses a special representation theorem for t~-r.e. 
sets which is not true for arbitrary subsets of  ~, it is not really needed. 
We note, for example, that the argument given here also works for S~, 
and a's such that ~,,, is the last cardinal of  L,~ and such that cf(t~) = ~o. 
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§ 3. ~ 2 -admissible ordinals 
An ordinal a is Z~-admissible if there is no function Z 2 over La 
which maps a proper initial segment of  a onto an unbounded subset of 
a. Though we will be using ~ functions and so Z2-admissibility rather 
heavily, we would like to disguise this fact and make things look as 
much like the s21 case as possible. We will then be able to carry out 
most of our arguments formally as in the case of E 1 -functions and ad- 
missibility, Thus we follow Jensen [ 1 ] iv, making a reduction from Zz 
to Z 1 by adding on an extra predicate A to the structure L~ and work- 
ing in the expanded (L,~, A). To be specific we let A be a complete El" 
set, e.g. A = ~(r/, l,>l rl ~ R,,) or for the more model-theoretically oriented 
we could let A code Z 1 satisfaction for L,~ in a more obvious way. Now 
note the following facts: 
Proposition 3.1. ( i ) e~ is Z2-admissible ~ (L,~, A > is admissible ,=~ A is 
regular and hyperregukm 
For such ~ we also have: 
(2) B C. ~ is ~ -~ A mcursiveO, emtmemble,  i.e. ~'l over(L,~, A), i].f B 
is recursively emtmerable in A ( i f  B is Z 2 over L~. Similarly B is a - A 
recursive. L e. A l over ( L~..4 >. i l l  B is" a-recursive in A i f f  B is A 2 over 
(3} On the other hand B g ~ is a - A finite. Le. ~ - A recursive and 
bounded, i]f B is ~-firtite. Thus for  example the not ion o]'~ - A eardina! 
coi~wides with that of  ~-eardinal. 
Except for tile second equivalence of (1), which call be found in 
I7, 8], the proofs of all these facts are by straightforward quantifier 
manipulations using the ~2 adm;'ssib~'lity of a ,~nd so are omitted. A re- 
mark on the roles these facts wil! play is, however, ~seful. (2) tells us 
that adjoining A really does reduce Z 2 to Z 1, while ( 1 ) assures us that 
we can still carry out in (L~, A > aaost of  the familiar operations of  re- 
cursion theory on ~l-admissibles, Finally (3), though essentially a res- 
tatement of the ~.-admissibility of ~, embodies the form in which the 
property will be most heavily used° 
The basic recursion theoretic facts such as G6del numbering, the enu- 
meration theorem and the recursion theorem are of course true in any 
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admissible structure, but <L=, A ) is mucil closer to an admissible ordinal 
than an arbitrary admissible set. We give two examples of  the analogy 
and the reduction of Z 2 to X; l that is introduced. First consider the 
basic lemma of the Sacks-Simpson priority argument [ 101 in this ge- 
neralized setting. 
Lemma 3.2. Let ~ be a reg,dar e -- A cardinal aod let !1 v I v < p! .tbr 
some p < ~ be a uniJbrmly ~ - A r.e, sequence o f  ~ -- A .tb~ite sets each 
o f  a -A  cardinality less than ~. Then Ov<pt v/s f~ - A lbtite and o f  
-A  cardinality < ~,. 
Proof. Since we will later need the proof of this iemma as well as the 
statement we repeat he proof from [ l 0]. Let g be a I -- 1 a - A recur- 
sive enumeration of U~,<pl~, × {v}. If the domain o fg  is less than ~ we 
are of  course done (by admissibility). So say ~ c dora g and consider 
g[ ~ ]. Since g is a -A  recu~ive and (L~, A ) is admissible, g[ ~ i is 0~ ~ A 
finite and of  a -A  cardinality S, Clearly gl S I = U,,<~J,,, where ,I v is 
g[~]  n I v × { v}, and so is ofo~ --,4 cardinality < b~. On the other hand, 
U Jv is an a-A-recurs ive union and so we have contradicted the regula- 
rity of b;, 
To illustrate the reduction of ~v 2 to ~l we translate this lemma into 
the language of  L~. 
Lemma 3.2'. Let ~ be a regular a-cardinal and h,t ! I,, t v < O} ,for some 
O < ~ be a sequence o f  a-finite sets of~-cardinaliO" < ~ which is uni- 
Jbrmly Z 2 over L a . Then U ! v is a-finite and ofa-cardinalio, less titan 
3.3. The o~-A projection. Following Jensen wc define P~.A to be the 
least ordinal p such that there is a partial function f :  p 9nto ,, o~ which is 
2; 1 (La, A). For Z 2-admissible a, P~.,t enjoys most of  the properties ge- 
nerally associated with a* and will act as its analog. Thus for example, 
ifp~, n < a it is the last a-A  (and soa)  cardinal, any a -A  r.e. set 
bounded below Ol~.A is a -A  finite, and we can index the reduction pro- 
cedures of  (Lc~, A ) by a O~,n list recursively in (L~, A). Of course plea 
is just the usual Z 2 projectum of a. 
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All such facts as 3.2' and those about #~,a could of course be proven 
directly in L a, though tile manipulations become more involved. The 
advantage of working in (Lc,, A ) is that there is no need to reprove 
them - they all become obvious. For example, we can essentially mimic 
the Sacks-Simpson solution of Posts problem in a-recursion theory [ 10] 
to get an analogous incomparability result for £2 sets [ ! 2]. 
One word of warning is in order, however. Though recursion theore- 
tic ~nd combinatorial rguments tend to carry over to (L,~, A ) without 
any changes, model theoretic ones do not. The main obstacles arise be- 
cause a ~ 1 (La, A)-Skolem hull of a transitive set is not necessarily tran- 
sitive, while one taken relative to L,~ is always transitive. In particular, 
the notion of an a-stable ordinal (i.e. one which is a £1 submodel of L~) 
does not prove useful in this setting and will be replaced. 
Remark 3.4. Nothing in this section is specific to ~2. Indeed everything 
rmnains correct when 2 is replaced by n throughout for any n > 2. The 
only real break occurs when one goes from £1 to ~2 ; all the others are 
much the same as £2. 
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§4. The construction 
4.1. We assume a is ~2-admissible and work in (L~, A) in the sense 
that our construction will be a -A  recursive and our priority arguments 
will be done accordingly in (L~, A). On the other hand, we are trying to 
build a set which is of  minimal degree in L~ and so we are basically in- 
terested in reduction procedures in La rather than (L a, A) and so we 
compromise on our notation: all reduction procedures [e] and r.e. sets 
R e will be assumed to be ones from La and all trees are a-recursive 
functions. 
At the end of  each stage o of  our construction we will have an ~ -A  
finite sequence of trees {T~/} L<£ for some fo <- o such that each ~!  is 
obtained from T 7 by an application of Sp or Fu and each T~ is RI {T~/)i< x 
We will also have an a-finite sequence ~o which is on every 77/ such that 
f3 o, ~ [3o for all o' < o. B = Lla<~/~ o will o f  course be our desired set of  
minimal degree. The construction will differ from the straightforward 
one of  § 2 ila that the trees will no longer be required to be total func- 
tions since such decisions are not a -A  recursive. As a result fo can no 
longer be a strictly increasing function. The impact of the priority argu- 
ment in the next section will be that though fo is not monotone it even- 
tually stays above each point of  interest, and so for each i there is even- 
tually a T i which takes car2 of the requirement of priorit:, i. Unfortuna- 
tely, we cannot in all cazes recursively specify the priorities in advance, 
but must content ourselves, as in section 5 of  [ 10], with an approxima- 
tion procedure which eventually orders the priorities correctly. This ap- 
proximation will be given by an ~-A  recursive function k(o, e) which 
tells us what requirement has priority e at stage o. The precise definition 
of k(o, e) depends on the nature of,~ and will be given in § 5. For the 
purposes of  understanding the construction it will suffice to note that 
k(o, e) will have the following properties: 
(1) There is a 5 <_ a called the domain of  k such that t-(o, e), as a 
function of  e, is eventually constant on every initial segment o f  6. (6 
should be thought of  as the final order type of  the priorities.) We let 
k(e) = lim k(o, e) for e < 6. 
tr--*ot 
(2) For eve:y e < a there is an 7/< 6 such that k(r/) = e. 
(3) I f r  is the least 0 such that (¥o  .>- O)(k(o, r~) = k(r/)) then r is zero 
or a successor. 
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The first two properties are to make the priority argument work, while 
the last is just technically convenient for the construction. At first read- 
ing it is probably best to think of  k as the identity function as tt will in 
fact be when plA = a, and to ignore tile complications introduced by 
changes in the value of  k(o, e). 
4,2. We begin the construction at stz~ge 0 by setting] o = 0, T~0 = iden- 
tity and/30 = 0. We continue as follows: 
Stage o = "y + 1. Keeping in mind the convention that when one sets 
x equal to the least y < t with some property and there is no such y < t 
then x = t, we let ~ be the least e < 1~ such that k(o, e) ¢ k(',/, e) and set 
f ,  equal to the least i < rt + 1 such that there is no proper extension of 
i3v on T~. 
Case l, fa = r/+ !. By the minimality o f f  a, ~3,~ has a proper extension 
on T#, By 1.2,1 it has two incompatible proper extensions on T~, one of  
which, say ~0, is necessarily incompatible with Rk(om ). We let ~o = 130 
and set 
and 
W i =Ti "r for i<] ,  =~1+ l
= Sp( , k(o, 
Case 2. fo < rL By Lemma 1. I O, j~, is again a successor, say v -~- 1. 
Now if T~+ 1 were of the form Fu(T~,/3) then any sequmce such as/3~. 
which is on both and has a proper extension on T~ has one on T~+ l . 
Since this would contradict the definition of f~,  we m',tst have 
Tv~+l = Sp(T~,/¢(% v),/3) for some/3 ~ t3~, as these are the only trees 
we ever put in at successor places. We now let ~ be the immediate suc- 
cessor of/3~ on Tv ~ dictated by 1.8 and set 
= T? i<  t;  =v+ l 
T ° "- Fu(T ,7  
fir ' " 
Note that all the information eeded to carry out these steps is a - A 
recursive. Essentially we ask only if certain partial a-recursive functions 
are defined at specified points, and except for these questions which are 
trivially recursive in A and computin~ t!le a -A  recursive tract ion k we 
proceed u-recursively. 
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Stage k. Let rt = ~a~i{'~-Ifv <_O)'is unbounded in k). Since T~" can 
change at stage o only if,t~, <_ i, the definition of r/assures us that for 
i < r/, ~ is eventually constant as o -~ k. Similarly lim k(o, i) exists for 
o-'*k 
every i < 7/. We now set f  x = (ts0 < r/)((3 v < 0)(lira k(o, v) ~ k(k, v)). 
a-'*k 
By induction the/30(0 < k) are nested and so we can set 13 x = Uo<xt3 o. 
T~' = lira /'7 for i < fx ,  of course, but there are two possibilities for T~. 
a-~k 
l f f  x = v + I (which can happen when the changes in k(e,  v) are un- 
bounded in k or when fx < r/), we set Te a. = Sp(T~, k(k, v),/3 x). On tile 
other hand i f f  a is a limit ordinal we se( ]e~x = RI (T~') i<&. Note that 
since our construction is a -A  recursive verything enerated by some 
~: agfii,:i ~-~aAdf~;it;~ and Str~ff;iT~;s (P;/p" ~Ici'~" ~:ae patr ttit::' ~ ;  JT~,i<~- 
bility of  a in the cons:ruction. 
The construction is now complete. In the next section we will make 
the choice of k explicit and show that the priority argument succeeds, 
i.e. for every e < dora k{ol . f  a < e~ is bounded. Before we do this. how- 
ever, we will show that this suffices to establish the minimality of  B. 
Lemma 4.3. For every e < dora k there is a last stage o ~ fbr  which 
f% = e. Moreorer i f  e < e' then o¢ < oc.. 
Proof. Since ~alja < e -¢ 1} is bounded we can let 3' = U(o l f~ < e + 1) 
and then look at f~. 70 prove the lemma it clearly suffices to show that 
f~ = e. An inspection of the successor stag,." of the construction shows 
us that 1~+ 1_<. l~ + ! and so3'~. < e would contradict ile definition of 7. 
On the other hand iff~ > e and 3' = v+ I then U {o l f  a < e + 1) ~ t, < "r 
- a contradiction. Finally we have the possibility that 3' is a limit ordi- 
nal and t~ > e. In this case {olj" o < e + !} must be unbounded in 3' and 
so the limit stage part of the construction tells us that fv <- e - again a 
contradiction ,nld so t~ = e. 
Lemma 4.4. B is not a-recursive 
Proof. We in fact show that B is not a-r.e. Consider any R~. By 4. t. i 
and 4. I. 2 we call find all rt such that k(~) = e and also tile least r such 
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that (¥o  ->- r)(k(o, r?) = k(r, r/) = k(rt)). Since r is the least SUCh ordinal, 
IT <-- r /+ 1 and so by Lemma 4.3 there is a first o >- r such that fo = ,1 + 1. 
We claim that a is a successor: I fa  is a limit ordinal greater than r then 
fa = r/+ 1 implies, by our choice of  r, that {3'l.t'~ = ~ + 1} is unbound,zd 
in o and so o cannot be least. On the other hand 4.1.3 ~ssures us that r 
is a successor. Now since ,,"r ~ T/+ 1 and eJ is the first stage ~ r in which 
,i~, = 71 + I we must have been in case 1 of  the construction at stage o 
and so we made sure that ~Jo was incompatible with R~ and so B, which 
extends ~, ,  cannot equal R~. 
Note however that since our construction is a - A recursive so is B. 
Thus by Proposition 3.1 B is a-recursive in A, which is hyperregular, and 
so B is hyperregular. In particular we can employ Lemma 1.6 once we 
choose our trees. The trees we need are obviously the limits o f  the ~ 's  
as a -~ 0~. The limits exist because of  the priority argument and the fact 
that if J" o > i for all o > r then .77 = 7"[ for all o > r. We set T i = iim T~ 
and note that B is on every T i since ~3,, is on ~ = T i for every o > r. 
Now Ibr the fir al lemma, 
Lemma 4.5. I f  [e ]tt is a representivg ./'unction then it is either recursive 
or B is recursive in it. 
Proof. Let r /and r be as in 4.1(2) and 4.1(3). By Lemma 4.3 we can take 
o ->- r to be the last stage at whichj~ = 77 + 1 and so T~+ l = Tn: q and 
= T,7 (again by 4.3). There are two possibilities for 7~n = T,~ - it can 
be Sp(T,~, k(o, rI), t3 0 ) = Sp(T n, e, ~o) or Fu(T,~,/3 0 ) = Fu(Y n , t3o). In 
the first case (which can occur either if o is a limit ordinal or if it is a suc- 
cessor and we were Cn case 1 at stage a), B is recursive in [el B by Lem- 
ma 1.6. ha the second case o must be a successor and we must have been 
in case 2 at stage o and so 1.8 tells us that [el ~ is recursive. 
Thus modulo tile proof  of  tile priority argument in § 5 we have proven 
our main result, 
Theorem 4.6. I ra  is Z2-admissiSle there is a minimal a-degree recursive 
in the complete a-r,e, set, 
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§5. The priority argument 
In this section we prove 
Theorem 5.1. For each e < dora k the set 1~ = (o i l  o < e} is bounded. 
Tlle proof splits into three cases as in [ 101. For each case we will use 
a different k to assign priorities and then prove that we stop returning 
to each initial segment of  priorities. Before we split into cases, however, 
there is one basic fact about the construction which we need in every 
i:.3se. 
1.emma 5.2. Let  77 < u % ~ and suppose that for  all o ~ [~, v), .t o .'2_ e, 
and that k(o, 9/) = k(ri, 3,) for  all 3, < e, then fo = e for  at most two o ~ 
in [77, v). 
Proof. It i~ clear that f  o c~m be a limit ordh~al ~, only if :rll'~ < ;~ + 1} 
is unbounded on o. This would imply however that ~3'lf~ < ;k. ~ is also 
unb, "reded in o. Thus our assumption that t~, ~ e for o ~ [rt, v) assures 
us thatj~, =/= e fo re  ~ (~, v) i fe  is a limit ordinal, l fe  = 3,+ 1 let o be 
the least o ~ [77, u) such that fo = e. There are two possibilities for 1"~ : 
Fu(T.~,/30 ) and Sp(T.~, k(o. 3,), f3~ ). Since t~ >- e for ~ ~ [rt, u), T~ does 
not change in this interval Thus in the first case a return to e after o 
and before u would require some ~+l  (a < 8 < ~,) to have a proper ex- 
tension on T~ = T~ but not on T~+ 1 " Fu(T~,/3~ ). Since ~6 + 1 ~ ~o this 
is impossible and we do not return to e before v. Alternatively assume 
T~e = Sp(T.~, k(o, 3,), ~o ) and that we first return to e at a later stage 5. 
In this ease l  o > e for o < 0 < ~5 and so we must be in case 2 o f  the 
construction at stage 6 and so T~ = Fu(T~+ l , ~ ). Now just as above we 
see that we can not return to e before stage v. 
Proof of  5.1. Case 1. Pc~,AI < a. Let f be a partial a - A recursive map 
from P~,A onto a. Let k(o, e) =f(e)  if there is a computation with 
G6del number less than o which shows that f (e)  is defined and a G6del 
number for the empty function otherwise. If we take domain k - P~a,  
k has all the properties required of  it in section 4.1. The only oae which 
is perhaps not immediately obvious is the first. It follows, however, 
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directly from the fact that any ~---A r.e. subset of O~A is a -A  finite 
(3.3). Note that in this ease k has the additional property (*) k(o, e) 
changes at most once for each e < O~,A, 
The theorem is now an immediate consequence of an induction on e. 
Let e* be the first infinite a--A cardinal after e (it is, of course, regular) 
and inductively a~sume that i~ < e*. At a successor stage we consider 
the map which takes each a such that l'a = e to the least element of I~ 
above it. By 5.2 and (*) this map is at worst three-to-one on its domain 
and there are at most three o's with f,, = e which are above all elements 
ofl~ and so not in its domain. Thus .F,+ 1 <_ r~, 3 + 3 < e*. Finally, at 
limit levels, Lemma 3.2 carries the induction along for us. 
Case ~ I -. Pa,,t = a and there is no last ~-A  cardinal. This is the sim- 
plest case. We let k(o, ~) = e for all o, e. The domain of k is now a and 
it trivially has the properties required in 4.1 as well as (*). Since there 
is no last cardinal we can argue exactly as in case !. 
Case 3. O~,A = e~ and there is a last a -A  cardinal ~. As usual this is 
file most interesting case. Indeed it is the only one in which we deviate 
from [10l.  
Since ( L~, A > is admissible it is easy to define a E I partial function h 
which is a Skolem function for all ~ 1 formulas of  (L~, A > [ 1 ]. We use h 
to define a sequence {/~} :/i 0 = U h i l l ,  5~+ 1 = U h[~i~. + 1 ] and 
fix = Ur<a6~-- Since P~,A = e this sequence is unbounded in c~ (an easy 
consequence of 3.3). We now think of the priorities as being arranged 
in blocks [0~., 6~.+ 1 ) and within each block as arranged in an ~-list by 
using canonically chosen maps)'~ : ~ onto_+ ~5~+t, 
Let ha(x) = h(x) if there is a computation < o showing that h(x) is 
defined and h ° (x) = 0 otherwise, We approximate {5~. ~ by sequences 
(~} "8~ =h°[S l ,  8ar+l =Uh°[6~ + 11 and~ =U~.<x6 ~. Final lylet 
f~ be the least maps": ~ ~ 5~+ 1. We would now naturally define our 
approximation to the priority listing by k(o, e) = J~ (rt) where 
e = 8 • v + ~, rt < ~, except hat this would not satisfy 4. 1.3. To accom- 
modate this requirement we perturb k slightly and set k(o + 1, ~.  v + 77) = 
f~,°+l (rt) and k~h, 8.  v + ~) = f~(rt) if this value is also lim fz~ (r/) and 
a'-*2k 
s~ ÷l (~) + t otherwise. This alternation clearly assures us that k satisfies 
4,1.3. We must now check the other requirements. 
( 1 ) The computation of k is entirely determined by the values of {~5~} 
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except for the above perturbation which does not affect the requiremenls 
other than 4.1.3. Thus if { 8~ )~._<,~ reaches a constant value so does k(o, e) 
for e < ~ - ~,. Once ~ = 5l" for ~" <_ 3, all we need to correctly compute 
6~+ 1 are the computations of h(x) forx  ~ 5v + 1. They are o f  course 
values of the ~! Skolem ?unction h and so by definition occur by 8,+ I . 
Thus at stage o = 6v+ 1 + I we compute 8~+t correctly and of  covrse 
never change again. Finally if 6~ +l are all correct for ~" < X then by de- 
finition alone we see that ~+1 is also correct. 
(2) As ( ~¢~ is unbounded in ~ for each e there is a [" such that 
8~r <- e < 6t+l and so for some p < ~ ft(v) = e. Now once we have com- 
puted 8~+ l correctly we will have k(o, ~- ~" + v) = e. Indeed we can say 
more, for every o >- 8~-+1 + 1, k(o, ~. ~ + v) = e. 
To finish this final case we induct on ~- v + rl. Setting J,~.~+ n = 
ls.~,+,~ - 5~+ i we prov¢ that: (a) Js,~,+,~ is bounded below 6~,, 2, and 
(b) J~.v+,~ < ~+. Assume we have succeeded for ~.  v + 7/. By induction 
I~.v~ 5v+ l and so using cur calculation for k above we can employ 
Lemma 5.2 to show that Js.~+,~+l < v/'. Moreover asJs.v+ n is bounded 
in 5~+ 2 there is an x % 5~+~ such that h(x) >- tJ Js.,,+,~. By Lemma 5.2 
for some n <- 2 there are exactly n o's above h(x) such that fo = 
• ~ + r/+ 1. This can be written as a ~ ~ sentence w~th parameters 
<_ 5~+~. Thus since h is a ~ Skolem function they must all occur below 
the limit ordinal 5~+ 2 -~  h[~iv+ 1 -I- 11. For 0 a limit ordinal ess than 
we can again argue as in case 1 for the cardinality of  Js.v+n. As for the 
rest we must look more closely. An examination of  the proof of  Lemma 
3.2 shows that when applied to J~.~+n the function g which enumerates 
Js.u+n is defined from parameters < 6~+~. The domain o fg  is of  course 
some 7 < ~ and so g[7] ~ ~,+~. Moreover the sentence 
(~ x)(Vy ~ 7)(g(y) < x) is certai~aly true in (L~, A) as g is a -  A recursive. 
Thus a bound on g[~/] is given as the value of  the Z ~ Skolem function h 
on some ordinal <- ~i~+! and Js.~,+n = g[7] is bounded below 5~,+~ =
h[6~+~ + 1 ]. At stages ~.  3, of  the induction everything proceeds tri- 
vially: Js.u+n c_C_ 5~2 for every u < -/, r~ < 8 clearly implies J~.v ~ 6~+1 
and so J~.~ is in fact empty. 
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§6. Open questions 
1. The basic problem is of  course to construct a minimal degxee for 
arbitrary v I-admissibles. In particular we view ~ <,, (of L) as a good test 
case for flew approaches. It is not hard to convince oneself that some- 
thing diflerent is actually needed: consider the functions In,] s given by 
~ B(x)  if k.x" ~ 3 < n cardinals 
[n SCx)= / 
"0 otherwise. 
In any procedure like that of section 4 T n will be a splitting tree until 
one reaches tage S ,  at which point we must return to it and make it 
tile full subtree of T n_ 1- Thus there will never be a stage at which all of  
T i i < ~ will have reached their limits. Thus there will never be a chance 
to properly attack requirements after 60. On the other hand counterex- 
amples eem even less likely. 
2. In connection with the second example of 2.3 we ask: For what 
admissible ordinals a are there non-hyperregular minimal a-degreez? 
Indeed, doing much of anything with non-hyperregular sets is sor~ething 
of a challenge. See [ 131 where some important first steps have been 
taken. 
I¢ 
3. When can we embed say arbitrary finite lattices (even distributive 
ones) as initial segments of the a-degrees of unsolvability? 
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